Introduction.
Let D be the open unit disc in the complex plane C, A be the unit circle, S be the strip {z e C: -l<Im z<l}, F be the real numbers, and U be the upper half plane {z g C:Im z>0}.
Lebesgue measure on F will be denoted by p and m will stand for linear Lebesgue measure on A divided by 2tt. Iff is a function on F we write ||/|li=Jñ l/l dp, and the Hilbert transform/of integrable functions/is defined by
fu) = ^pv rfs±z^) d[l{s)
If/is a function on A we write \\f\\x=)A\f\ dm, and the conjugate function/of integrable functions/is defined by fié») = Pvj'fie^-^cotitpWdmitp).
0 will stand for (8/n2)}£ aeada¡(l +e2a) = (%¡7t2)(l-2,-2+5-2-) = (1-3-2 + 5-2-)/(l+3-2+5-2+.
. .) The following theorems will be proved. Theorem 2. Iff is the Hilbert transform of an integrable function f on R then (2) m{\f\ ^ /} < 0-1 WfWJX, X > 0, and (2) does not hold in general //0_1 is replaced bv a smaller number.
The existence of a positive constant F such that (1) and (2) The smallest possible constant F for which m{\f\=X}SK\\f\\xIX is true for nonnegative functions/is known to be 1, for both conjugate functions and Hilbert transforms (see [1] ). Pichorides [3] finds best constants in some strong type conjugate function and Hilbert transform inequalities.
An easy example shows that 0-1 cannot be replaced by a smaller number in (1) 
Then C(0)=0. G maps D onto 5 and maps A onto the boundary of 5. Let g(e'e) = Re G(eie). It can be checked that ||g||1 = 0, and g(eiB) = lm G(eie) so that m{z G A :\g(z)\ = l}. Thus, if X=l and f=g, (1) is an equality.
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2. Preliminary lemmas. In this section Z,= Xt + iY,, 0St<x, will be a continuous two dimensional Brownian motion. If r g C, P. and F. will stand for probability and expectation associated with Z, given F(Z0 = z)=l. t will be the first time |T,| = 1. By the result of Kakutani which equates hitting probabilities of Brownian motions and harmonic measures (see [2] ), the distribution of Zr under P0 is harmonic measure on the boundary of S relative to 0. Thus the distribution of XT is given by the density e"',2l(l+e"'),
-oc<r<oo, so that (ii) EJXr\S®.
Proof, (i) The distribution of XT under Pis can be found explicitly by Kakutani's theorem. It is given by a density fis(t), -oo<i<oo. Only the fact that/is a symmetric function around 0, which follows from the symmetry of a Brownian motion about a line through its point of origin, will be needed. The distribution of XT under Pr+U will be given by the density function fr+is(t)=fia(t -r). Thus (2) holds. This can also be proved in a manner similar to the proof of (1).
Next, examples will be given to show that 0_1 cannot be replaced by a smaller number in (2) . Let //(z) = (l+z)2/4z. Then /7(0)=co, //maps the half disc DC\U onto U and maps the boundary of DC\U onto F. 
